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Foreword and Summary
This little science story
book shows how you
can make friends with
trees and how
dowsing can help
prove that they will
react to you
Making friends is not
quite the right phrase
but having a feeling for
or sensing trees and
the environment is.
Doing this would make a good home
video
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The outline of this introductory booklet to dowsing is to :•
•

•

•

•
•

help you realise that we are part of the environment
and the way we act can help or harm it.
explain some experiments, using the ancient art of
dowsing to explore your environment. The Duke of
Edinburgh Award also recognises dowsing, as a skill.
This booklet starts you on the path to achieve part of your
Award if you wish to follow that skills route.
show that once the basic skill is learnt you can use it for
many things e.g. research in every branch of science and
daily life. The booklet also shows that you can put
your mind to anything.
show how you can make a dowsing rod and use it as a
compass – then on to finding both the aura of a tree and
of a human. In the experiments you can see that the aura
expands when you talk nicely to either a tree or human.
show that you can learn how to find people and things.
help you realise how important trees are globally and
introduces you to tree hugging and communicating with
trees. Something that could help someone’s health. The
experiments then continue to coach you in dowsing with
the L rod and in the use of the pendulum.

You will also learn how dowsing could help in establishing trees
and reviving sick trees. In addition, this booklet also refers to
subtle energies, which everything gives off or takes in. By subtle
we mean hardly felt or sensed but still having an effect. We can
all sense danger although we might not actually know what or
why. This is a simple example of intuitive subtle energy at work.
Dowsing helps us to sense things. Currently, dowsing is used for
many many things including finding water, healing/rebalancing
our selves, checking foods and in archaeological work. Dowsing
is also used to find subtle energies in the earth that can rise from
the ground. If those energies are of a certain type they will make
some people, animals and trees ill, over time.
That is simplified but it is a starting point and every part of
learning has to start somewhere, develop and be refined. So let
us explore dowsing and see where it can take us. Please note
that when I refer to dowsers I mean either male or female.
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Chapter 1 – Making dowsing rods and an
introduction to their use
We will make two dowsing L rods but for the first experiments we
use only one rod. See Figure 1 below to see how to cut a wire
coat hanger to make L rods and use a biro tube for a handle.
Pliers are used to cut across the coat hanger where the lines are
shown. Then the separated pieces of coat hanger are opened up
to form two “L” shaped dowsing rods. Now the handle end of the L
rod is inserted into a biro tube; to help it swing more freely.

Now we are ready for the first experiment. Please note that
heavier wire is need to make rods for windy conditions.
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Fig 2a

Fig 2b

In 2a & b we see our dowser holding the L rod lightly by the “biro
tube handles” and slightly dipped in the hand. This ready position
stops the rod turning under its own weight. Now we need to pose
a dowsing question.
A dowsing question can be a thought in the mind or said out
aloud. We will start by vocalising the question “dowsing rod
please point to my nose”. At the same time we need to will the L
rod to turn to our nose. In Fig 2b we can see that the L rod has
turned to point to the dowser’ nose.
This is psychokinesis at work. This big word simply means mind
energy and comes from two Greek words. Greek and Latin words
are often used in science. However, many scientists say that the
above experiment is impossible to do but you have just done it.
This short experiment shows:• that the mind can connect with animate i.e. living, or
inanimate objects i.e. objects which are not alive
• if you can control the dowsing rod it is highly likely that
someone else could do the same and affect you or
your dowsing. Thus, you need to mentally protect
yourself. That is explained in Chapter 5.5
• the L rods could be applied to finding things.
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Now it is time to use your newly found ability to control a
dowsing rod to find things, firstly as a compass and then to find
people.

Figure 3a

Figure 3b

In Figure 3a we see our dowser using the L rod for navigation.
He is saying the dowsing question “Please show me a northerly
direction “and the rod has turned in that direction. He has used
the North Pole Star to confirm his dowsing. However if it had been
cloudy he could still have found north without seeing the Pole Star
and that makes the dowsing rod, in your skilled hands, a survival
tool.
Now we can use the L rod as a compass we can go to Fig 3b and
see how to find someone in a group of people. In Fig 3b the
dowser has been blindfolded and is asking the dowsing question
“Please show me the direction for Mary” and the L rod has swung
around to her direction. This shows that sight is not connected
with the dowsing process.
Of course, ask everyone to change places, after the blindfold has
been applied, so that you cannot cheat by remembering where
everyone was. Try the compass experiment blindfolded also.

	
  

In case you are wondering you can use all sorts of things for a
dowsing rod. I have shown cadets and scouts that even a bent
bracken frond can be used. The rod is primarily an antenna to
help you focus your mind.
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Chapter 2 – The path to experimenting
You need to build up your confidence in your dowsing skills. The
following experiments will help you, so look at Fig 4 for a practical
application of dowsing.
This is training in finding things on the ground and underground
i.e. out of sight either covered or buried. However before you bury
anything, make sure you ask your folks consent first. Further,
make sure that you re-instate the ground. That means do not
leave anything for anyone to trip on and leave the area tidy.

Fig 4
In this case, lay out three coloured ropes about 2 metres apart.
Choose a colour and walk slowly over the rope with the dowsing
rod in the ready position. Mentally ask the L rod to indicate, when
you are over the coloured rope you have chosen to find. Use the
dowsing question “rod please rod cross across my chest when I
am over “x” coloured rope”.
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The rods might react early, late, or not at all. If not at all, start the
course again after counting backwards – 10 to 1 - to clear your
mind. Then ask the dowsing question and walk forward again.
Sometimes the L rod seems to react too early; so make sure that
your step is not too far in advance of the dowsing rod.
Approach from different angles to ensure that you eventually
approach the rope at a 90 degree angle; for a quicker reaction.
When I was a lad the “watermen” from the local Water Board
used dowsing to locate pipes and manholes which had been
tarmacked over.
Now using the same technique, search for the house drains and if
it is safe to do so search for water pipes in the pavement and for
telephone cables.
Begin with a known drain run and use the dowsing question
“Dowsing rod please confirm when I am over a drain by closing
across my chest”
Now you have used the L rod for searching and providing
direction from doing what was shown in Figure 3a & 3b.
Do these exercises a number of times i.e replicating. Then you
will start to sense what you are searching for. This process is a
step towards “deviceless dowsing” when you use just your mind.
Once again this shows that if you put your mind to something,
whether you are able bodied or handicapped, you can achieve it.
Chapter 2.1 Feeling subtle energy
To start your dowsing experience you did an experiment to sense
the power of the mind in relation to subtle energies at work. Now
without the use of pendulum or rods, you need to feel energies:./
./
./
./
	
  

coming from different sources and different strengths
that are often not easily defined
that can be sensed by the whole body e.g. like feeling an
“atmosphere” when you walk into certain rooms
can be seen by some people as auras – but that is for
advanced work.
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First, hold your cupped hands with the fingers slightly apart and
slowly move the fingers up and down and back and forth. What
do you sense? After a while, you will sense a slight tingling.
Now, with cupped hands, slowly move them to and fro and what
do you feel now? A slight pressure is felt, perhaps!
You are now sensing subtle energies which might occur in the
experiments but more of that skill in Book Two.
Chapter 2.2 Additional things to consider
ALWAYS ask for permission before you dowse and that applies to
working with your friends, trees or animals. Apart from anything
else good manners is always a good thing!.
Keep records of your dowsing and note things like the distances
of different readings. It would help to know what phase the moon
is at the time of dowsing. You may need that information in the
future .
Later you will be able to dowse for a tree’s health and the factors
involved and how to assess whether a tree has a mineral
deficiency or other dysfunction. This will come in the second
book.
If you are tired or have not drunk enough water or spent too much
time dowsing at one time your dowsing skill will be affected.
When dowsing and for your general health you need to ensure
that you clear your lungs of bad [residual] air so that your brain is
well oxygenated. To do this you need to do a simple deep
breathing exercise and hold your self upright to increase the
room for your lungs to work properly.
Do this before going into your class or the “exam” room. Try
breathing in from your stomach upwards as though you were a
flask to be filled. Do that for a count of five – hold for a count of
five – breath out for a count of five. Repeat that ten times.
Before going to sleep repeat but at the same time tense the
whole of your body and let go at the same time as breathing out.

	
  

Deep breathing is use to combat pain - So the discipline of
dowsing is a healthy one!
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Chapter 3 Appreciating that trees and
humans have auras.
Everything has energy and everything sends out some form of
energy. That energy might be light or radio waves or force [like
wind] as well as undefined subtle energy. Seemingly also
everything has an energy layer around it. Often, this is referred to
as electromagnetic energy, which can be found around trees and
us. This energy is also known as the “aura”.
Using your L rods, you are going to sense subtle energies from
trees and humans. This will also start you appreciating how that
energy is related. So let us experiment with humans by looking
first at Fig 5, 5a & 5b
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Our dowser started with the L rod in the ready position. Then
started to walk towards a volunteer in the group using the
dowsing question: “dowsing rod please cross across me when I
am at the boundary of [the person’s name] physical aura”. He will
have walked back and forth when he obtained the first reaction to
check when he is at the boundary and the rod will close across
his chest; as in Fig 5.
Most people have a protective physical aura i.e. energy layer
around them; one metre from their bodies. As you advance in
your studies you will learn about other types of aura, as well as
dowsing reaction zones.
Look at Fig 5a. The volunteer who has just had their aura
checked has been ask to leave the group so that they are out of
hearing. The dowser has asked everyone remaining to think, for
a minute, what a good person the volunteer is. The dowser
leading the group will call the volunteer to re-join the group. At
the same time the group must look natural so as not to mentally
influence the volunteer re- entering the area. Then the aura is
now checked again. You should find that the aura has expanded,
as in Fig 5b.
When I have done this experiment the volunteers’ aura and that
of a tree aura has increased when good thoughts have been sent
out to him or her. Notice in 6a there is a ruler on the ground.
This important community experiment shows how thoughts can
affect other people in a community. If bad thoughts were
projected the aura would be reduced.
Experiments are only accepted into science when they have been
done many times – the word for this is replication. Also never
leave anyone with bad energy. Now we have the skills to try the
experiment in Fig 6 on trees to find the aura.
In Figure 6a the dowser has put a long ruler down on the ground
beside the selected tree so as to measure the boundary of the
tree aura. He also uses it to gauge the dowsed extent of the
human aura. The dowser starts to slowly walk towards the tree
with the dowsing L Rod in the ready position. He is using the
dowsing question: “Please show me the physical aura boundary
of this tree with the rod crossing against my chest”.
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Fig 6 - Top is 6a checking the aura – middle is 6b someone
talking to and hugging the tree – 6c the lower figure checking the boundary of the aura
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At the point of the first reaction, the dowser will walk backwards
and forwards a couple of times to ensure that he/she feels they
are in the correct zone. Then the dowsed distance along the ruler
is noted.
See 6b the person just dowsed is asked to hug the tree and say
“What a nice tree”, for about a minute.
You can then check both the aura of the person hugging and the
tree and note the distance on the rule. The aura of both the
person and tree should have increased.
A note of science for older readers
People have been de-sensitised to subtle energies and to
appreciate being with trees. Tree hugging is one way of resensitising yourself to nature.
You will feel a positive benefit from hugging a tree after a short
time. You will more readily notice the music of the birds and the
wind in the trees. Also you may be moved to vocalise your
feelings by writing verse and find comfort in that.
Many people feel calmness from tree hugging as they do in
meditation. It relaxes you and helps you to feel calm as energy
appears to go from the tree to humans and this has been
recognised for hundreds of years.
You can help stressed friends to find the benefit of hugging a tree.
Being out of doors has other benefits, which are not generally
recognised, let alone being considered beneficial. The benefit is
similar to Ti Chi but with trees. As more and more people tree hug
it will become acceptable, as is Ti Chi in some parks.
Tree hugging gets people out of doors to gain other “peak”
experiences which costs nothing; if we have countryside like
areas in towns. The process of town planning and economics
controls this aspect of the environment and recreation.
However, you can protect your environment by making your views
about keeping trees and open space known to your council.
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For older readers who are interested in proving/disproving this
aspect of bio-physics I am researching what part Schumann
Waves play in our environment. Schumann Waves resonate on
similar frequency to our brains, the earth and trees. They could
be the universal “wave” of communication between nature and
us.
I am also trying to find “lay” information about the part negative
ions play in our daily lives.
Summary of the experiments to date:-
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Chapter 4 The Pendulum – How a
pendulum can be made and used.
The pendulum has been used for dowsing and divining for
hundreds of years for all sorts of things.
However, I am not hundreds of years old but I remember when I
was a youngster that pendulum dowsing was used to check if
chicken eggs were male or female. I had not heard of dowsing
being used for water finding then. Now you can do some
experiments to build up your expertise in pendulum dowsing.
For our current level of study the dowsing rod and pendulum is
like an antenna to our bodies. You can make a pendulum with a
few centimetres of cotton [150mm] and a weight made from a
button or even a piece of stone. Of course, you can buy
expensive pendulums, like those shapes copied from the ancient
Egyptians.
The following notes will guide you in using the pendulum to
confirm yes/no responses and for search/directional purposes.
However, now is the time to grasp some guidance in the use
of the pendulum and any other form of dowsing:./
./
./

./

./
./
./
	
  

always seek permission to dowse, protect yourself and
ensure that the time is appropriate to dowse; either for
you or the target person/thing
do not dowse if you are tired in any way and do not abuse
the privilege to use the skill
ensure that there is no ambiguity in your dowsing
question and that it is short and always start dowsing
from the ready position; especially when pendulum
dowsing as it will have some momentum to start gyrations
in either direction
the pendulum may swing in an ellipse and in some cases
it might even jump – stop and start again – whilst these
are valid movements that is something for advanced
dowsing
there is no particular right way to dowse. What works best
for you is best
check your yes/no mode before dowsing and use check
questions as mentioned in 4.3
learn feel and look for energies
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4.1 The pendulum in the yes/no mode
Now we need to learn how to use the pendulum in the yes and no
mode. The pendulum could be used on its own or with the L rod.
This technique can be used for checking the health of a tree, what
food will harm us or where a “service” like a drain might be in the
ground. A pendulum could be used to find a lost ball or when
camping to check if something cooking over the fire is thoroughly
cooked. The applications of the yes/no mode are endless.
Before dowsing with the pendulum you need to check your yes/no
mode before each task. This mode can change temporally and
often does so in the night.
Yes mode
Now, have the pendulum in the ready position i.e. swinging back
and forth. Now in the ready position hold it over your left knee.
and ask the dowsing question “Pendulum please show me if this
is my left knee?” I hope that you will have a clockwise gyration,
looking from above; indicating your yes mode.
Now as a check question with the pendulum in the ready position,
hold it over your right knee and ask the dowsing question
“Pendulum please show me if this is my right knee”. Hopefully you
will have a clockwise gyration thus checking your “yes” mode.
However, you could do this over any known object.
No mode
With the pendulum in the ready position hold it over your left knee
and ask the dowsing question “Pendulum please show me if this
is my right knee ?” I hope that you will have an anti-clockwise
gyration. This is your “no” mode.
With the pendulum in the ready position, hold it over your right
knee and ask the check dowsing question “Pendulum please
show me if this is my left knee?” I hope that you will have an
anticlockwise gyration thus checking your “no mode”.
Not everyone will have the same clockwise/anticlockwise
reactions for yes and no. If not it might be that your body polarity
has changed. If you obtain the reverse of the above then that is
what you go with. However, you know how to check before you
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dowse. More of this in a later book. If the pendulum reverts to
stationary or continues just to move back and forth this signals
not sure. Start again.
4.2 The pendulum used as a compass.
In this experiment, we use the pendulum in a directional mode.
This is another form of yes/no. However, you still need to do the
protection and permission checks.
The ready position with the pendulum is to allow it to swing back
and forth in front of you. If you use a heavy pendulum give it a
little momentum to and fro to start the dowsing process. Now
use the dowsing question “Pendulum please show me true
north?” Note the slight change in the direction of the swing.
Now do the same again but use the dowsing question “Pendulum
please show me magnetic north”. Note any change in direction.
Now repeat both questions using the pendulum and notice how
the pendulum has swung. You need to appreciate the law of
physics in relation to the pendulum is that it will normally swing
equal distance back and forth.
Note two things: a] the pendulum has swung in two slightly
different directions in response to two different questions so you
have a directional tool b] that the swing is more in one direction,
which is confirmatory as in indicating “yes”. Also the b] swing is
swinging more in one direction to your related question/task. The
pendulum has not swung equidistant so this means that the
pendulum has overcome a basic law of physics.
4.3 The pendulum in the search mode for a person
We have now experienced two different swings of the pendulum
and we will use this knowledge in a search to find someone.
There are many ways of doing this. However, let us repeat the
blindfold experiment, which we did with the L rod but we will use
the pendulum.
Get someone to blindfold you and have people change places.
Start your dowsing question “Pendulum please indicate
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the direction of “name” and the pendulum should swing in the
direction of the person with slightly greater swing in that direction.
Ask a check question. Go back to the ready position and dowse
again using the persons surname and your friends ought to see
and tell you that you have an identical swing towards your target.

Fig 7
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4.4 Pointing and pendulum dowsing in the yes/no mode.
With the pendulum in the ready
position - index finger pointing
outwards - turn slowly and ask
the dowsing question “Pendulum
please confirm magnetic north.
As you start to point to the
appropriate direction the
pendulum ought to start
indicating “yes”.
Fig 8
Now turn slowly away and back until you have the strongest
gyrations. The correct direction is confirmed with your “yes”
mode. Further, this technique is used on site and as an off site
pre-survey to search for water; in addition to using map dowsing.
4.5 Using your hand to feel energies and confirm it with a
pendulum
Revise the cupping hand experiment in which we felt pressure on
the palms of the hand. Next, go to a substantial tree with the
pendulum in the ready position. Now stand in the same manner
as you did for L rod dowsing the aura of the tree. Instead of
pointing, hold the palm of your hand up in the direction of the tree
and walk towards it.
This time feel for the aura and mentally ask the pendulum to
confirm when you are within the influence of the physical aura of
the tree. You already know how to sense subtle energies through
your palms. When you are in the boundary of the physical aura
your pendulum ought to show you “yes”.
Now you can use the pendulum and the palm of your hand to
check the extent of someone’s aura in the same way as you have
just have done with the tree.
This shows how sensitive the palms of the hands are. It may be
one explanation for people of ancient cultures sitting with their
hands towards the sun to take sun energy into their bodies.
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Chapter 5 History and related matters 5.1 History of dowsing
To understand its history it is necessary to explore global
developments, some science and your own feelings. Dowsing is a
subject which you can do professionally. So to start you on the
road of both a career and just an interest I have set out the
following notes. This chapter highlights, in a few words, the
history of dowsing and what it is. There is reference to some
definitions and mention of a few of the many prominent
researchers involved.
There are many books, which have lots of information on general
and specific dowsing subjects such as dowsing castles or ancient
sites. There are some books just about water dowsing or some
about the physics, biology and chemistry of dowsing.
It is difficult to know how old dowsing is even by the dowsing
skill. However, cave drawings exist from as far back as 30,000
years which appear to depict dowsing. In addition, there are
debatable references in the Bible appearing to describe
dowsing. In Elizabethan times dowsers were brought from
Austria to England to find metals and water.
Many people can dowse. Experience has shown me that six out
of ten people can dowse with only a little coaching and young
people are very good at it.
Nowadays dowsing is used to check if foods are good for us,
finding water, in archaeological research and healing. Dowsing is
also used to find ground energies which can make humans and
trees feel good or make them ill. Dowsing is also used in
exploration work for gas, oil and minerals and has been used to
find mines and to aid the police.
Most countries have a society that encourages dowsing research.
In England, Royal Engineer Officers formed the British Society of
Dowsers in 1933. Their objective was to advance the art/science
of finding water. Today it has many special interest groups. I feel
that it is a scientific body but others disagree with me.
Most dowsing research is privately funded.
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5.2 How dowsing works
To be honest no one really knows how dowsing works; like many
natural things. The main points are that it works and it has been
used globally for hundreds of years and it is very simple to do.
Trying to explain how dowsing works only makes it complicated.
However, the following will help you form an opinion about
dowsing in general:•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

	
  

modern physics is providing an explanation through the
results of quantum physics i.e. looking at the smallest
part of everything and finding that everything is related by
some form of energy.
everything has some form of electrical energy coming
from it which many people/animals can sense.
energy has all sorts of different forms, for example water
gives off a particular form of energy and a sick animal
gives off different kinds of energy. Likewise, stone gives
off different energies.
Some dowsers are better at sensing one particular form
of energy over another form.
people can sense all manner of energies by using
different parts of their body. This is deviceless dowsing.
People use dowsing tools like the L rod as an antenna to
pick up energies which you can see in a movement by
the tool in the hand. This is like a radio picking up energy
and turning it into sound which we sense by hearing
dowsing tools are simple and they include the brain,
dowsing rods, pendulums or forked sticks
dowsing and divining is a global activity
virtually anyone can do it, often without realising it and
have done so for hundreds of years; without any
knowledge of physics
dowsing is used commercially for exploration work and
has been used in military and police work
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5.3 Subtle energies
The energies mentioned and inferred in this booklet can be
sensed, felt, or even seen by some people.
We have some idea in our minds about different forms of energy
but subtle energies are harder to explain. The word “subtle”
means hardly noticeable but these energies can be sensed
through the brain and with the use of a dowsing rod or
pendulum.
Here is a practical dowsing problem for both amateur and
professional dowsers. A dowsing response might not be what it
seems and needs verifying. For instance, we may pick up
corrupted signals and we need to check the response. This might
happen when dowsing for the depth of water over clay.
Water is contained in clay and the dowsing may have reacted to
the clay first and not to the water underneath. So a check
question is required to dowse below the clay layer. Then the
depth of the water source underneath can be dowsed for its
quality and quantity. This is important as drilling costs are high,
which is another aspect of advanced dowsing to be considered.
5.4 The Dowsing question
The way we state our dowsing question is important when tuning
into subtle energies. The following experiment shows why.

	
  

Orange
Fig 9
Hold the pendulum in the ready position and point to the centre of
the orange with a pointer e.g. a cocktail stick
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•
•

ask the dowsing question “Is this good for me to eat “
the pendulum ought to gyrate in your yes mode.

Now pointing to the orange skin and ask
• “Is this all right for me to eat”? and you ought to get a
“no “ gyration. Now pointing again to the skin ask the
dowsing questions. “Is this al lright for me to eat in an
emergency” and you ought to get a yes gyration
This shows how careful you must be in composing your dowsing
question.
5.5 Protecting yourself

As you advance in your
dowsing you will find a need to
clear your mind in order to
concentrate. One of many
ways is to count backwards as
a mind clearer, ten, nine,
eight, seven, six, five, four,
three, two, one – start question
again
If you are getting ready for the
school play or a competitive
game you psych your self-up
mentally. Picturing yourself in
a protective bubble is one of
many ways of doing this.
Fig 10
Picture yourself inside a protective bubble and in your mind feel
the edge of that energy protecting yourself. At the same time
breathe in deeply from the stomach upwards. This is also a
good thing to do before sitting an exam.
All this makes sure that your brain has more oxygen to make it
work better.
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5.6 Auras
Ancient cultures understood that energy had two reactive
opposites. The Chinese called this yin and yang. Today we know
this as positive and negative. Modern science has shown that
even parts of an atom show positive and negative reactions. They
balance each other. For a good environment and health, all
energy needs to be in balance. However, people can unbalance
it.
Ancient cultures also recognised that everything gave off some
form of energy. Some of this energy forms an envelope around
matter. This envelope is referred to as an aura but that is also
over simplified.
Members of the Kirlian family photographed auras and achieved
international recognition. They discovered a way to detect the
subtle electromagnetic energy around matter and turn that subtle
energy into colour, which could be photographed.
5.7 The work of Dr Emoto
This Japanese researcher found when water was subjected to
different sounds and then frozen, the water formed different
shaped ice crystals; according to the sound that the water was
exposed to.
As plant and human cells are made up of a lot of, water it follows
that sound will affect water in cells. This in turn affects the
concentration of chemicals in the cells and their ability to make us
function in balance i.e. switching cells on and off.
5.8 The work of Backster
Backster, a lie detector specialist, found that plants react to
sounds and show fear via the lie detector, as humans will.
The work of both Emoto and Backster appears to show that
plants and humans can react in a similar way. We have seen this
in the aura experiment with humans and trees.
The world needs you to find and prove [or disprove] more cases
and seek out a way of using this information in our environment.
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5.9 The work of TC Lethbridge
Lethbridge was an archaeologist and dowser and he found that
by using pendulum cords of different lengths they would gyrate
consistently over specific matter. So he found a way of finding
out how materials were made up by dowsing for their chemical
content. It is likely that he was influenced by Mermet.
5.10 The work of Mermet
He was a French Abbot, prominent in the 1930’s, who used
dowsing to find water, help the police and for healing. He found
that everything had a magnetic signature and I assume his work
confirmed the likelihood that plants needed to be planted
according to their magnetic orientation. However, Lakhovsky may
well have influenced Mermet.
5.11 The work of Callahan
Callahan was a radio operator in WWII, entomologist, dowser and
researcher. From research work in his own right and that of Rawls
and Davis, he found that the South Pole energy had a beneficial
influence on human and plant growth. This normally dowses with
a clockwise gyration. I was going to encourage you to replicate
his work with the experiments in Chapter 7.3 but I will now put this
into Book Two.
5.12 Electro magnetism [and auras]
Some of you will have no problem visualising electromagnetic
energy at work. For those in difficulty borrow a couple of bar
magnets and place them together. When they are getting close or
when you are pulling them apart you will feel energy either
pushing or pulling. This is magnetic energy at work.
Now imagine this energy being produced by a cell, which is a mini
generator of electricity, in a tree or your body. This is the point
where sensing through dowsing comes in as the energy will be
subtle.
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Chapter 6 – Trees and what they do for us
Not everyone appreciates the part trees play in our daily lives.
Trees are worth studying, as it will also help in your science
lessons, having fun, climbing them or providing you with the
inspiration to express yourselves with verse. You could even
develop hobby learning about trees which could turn into a
career.
How trees are involved in our daily lives:./ Construction
./ Growing fruit and medicines
./ Making sports equipment
./ Changing carbon dioxide which we breathe out into
oxygen – which all green plants can do
./ Trees help to moisturise town air and stabilise river banks
and hill sides with their roots
./ Trees provide shade for us in the summer to protect us
from ultra violet light
Ancient cultures revered trees. One ancient culture in this country
called Druids still promotes the knowledge of trees. I feel that they
are true environmentalists and more people are respecting their
ways.
A new energy to me is Schumann Wave Resonance - SWR. This
resonance is artificially produced in spaceships to help the health
of astronauts. My reading to date has shown that the waves
oscillate i.e. going backwards and forward, at frequencies similar
to our brains, trees and the soil. We need SWR in our
environment and their natural production appears to be
associated with trees and the soil and lightening.
Negative ions also play a part in our lives and it appears that
some trees are better at producing them than others.
This subject is not currently researched and I am trying to find a
way of using dowsing to prove or disprove negative ion
production and necessity in urban areas.
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Chapter 7 – Experiments
Experiments that could help to show how to grow better
trees.
Many things in science are found by accident or as the result of
applying the work of various researchers sometimes over a
period of years. The following examples need replicating over
time and you can help with that.
In this chapter we are applying dowsing to real scientific
experiments associated with trees. That could impact on the
global environment:• experiment with the magnetic orientation of plants –
critical rotational point - CRP
• an experiment to balance the frequencies around an
ailing tree
• improving the taste of water by dowsing
• how to reduce the range of energies from a TV or PC
screen that can affect your health
• how to stop ants and a fun experiment to find the sex of
chickens
These experiments provide an opportunity for you to link with
friends to compare the results and set up fresh experiments of
your own.
7.1 Experiment to show how to plant shrubs and trees to
their critical rotational point - CRP
Alanna Moore has given this concept some prominence in recent
years especially in her book Stone Age Farming.
There is a serious problem with planting trees in public open
space in particular, as many of them die for a variety of reasons.
However, the death toll can run into thousands of pounds per
year. Lack of water is the main cause but other factors are also
involved.
One contributory factor could be that the tree has not been
planted to its CRP.
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You might find sleep difficult if you sleep out of alignment with
your beneficial body compass direction. So that is another
experiment for you to do when you are camping!
To help reduce tree deaths a lot of good advice has been
published in all sorts of books. I want to add to that advice and
seek your help in replicating the following experiment, which
could reduce tree deaths.
To do this experiment you need to:•
•

•
•

•

•

	
  

develop a good yes/no response with your pendulum
understand the accepted good principles of planting e.g.
size of hole, breaking up the soil in the hole, adding some
form of soil conditioner to the soil to be back filled to
assist root growth; ensuring the soil is firm around the
root ball, if bare rooted ensure finer soil is worked into the
root mass giving the shrub/tree a shake to help with
dispersing the soil; firming in and staking then watering in
appreciate that everything has its own magnetic
orientation
pendulum dowse the tree or shrub from the ready
position whilst turning the plant in the other hand. When
you have a “yes” response to the dowsing request“
Pendulum please show me the best orientation for this
plant “ then plant it
CRP could be important to humans too!

Fig 11
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As a check, dowse again to see if you are correct and ensure
that the plant had not been disorientated during the
planting/firming stage.
Now stake the tree. There are many different methods of
staking trees at planting time, each with its own particular
reason. In the next book I will explain how it might be possible
for a South Pole stake to aid tree growth.
7.2 Experiment to show healing trees and shrubs with
set energy waves
I have debated with myself about including this experiment in
this booklet and decided to include it; as it is another way of
showing how dowsing can help us understand our environment.
Experiments are to test and develop concepts i.e. ideas and that
is something you and your friends can do with this. This
experiment is used in different parts of the world and is
sometimes the subject of various speakers at conferences of
dowsers.
Seemingly, this experiment is to harness the vertical cosmic
energy wave frequencies and turn them into horizontally
acting frequencies, acting around the plant.
The criteria for success is “Will this experiment or a modification
of it help ailing trees; either from disease or insect attack”.
Consider the effects of the Oak Processionary Moth [OPD] that
can affect human health. This ultra simple dowsing technique
might be able to help control this moth and save hundreds of
pounds of public money and help lots of people. The concept
needs trialling.
However we have to bear in mind that we must not “de-bug” all
trees otherwise the Tree Creeper will have no food in the
crevices of bark on which to feed.

	
  

My studies to date have shown me that that we need to grasp the
points set out below. We need to accept that energy moves in
leaps and bounds and bounces at various speeds, lengths and
strengths. If we were talking about radio/sound or light we would
hear via the bounces described as “frequency” and the line the
energy it makes is referred to as a wave. However, this does not
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really describe the movement of subtle energies. They are more
difficult to envisage but the starting idea is for me a sensible guide.
Seemingly, a range of energy waves have existed for years and it
is only due to our desire for things like TV that they have been
discovered. The point being is that there are many uses and
effects of “waves” still to be discovered. You are now on this path.
It is known that some frequencies will cancel out other
frequencies. Some frequencies appear to indicate that a tree is
not growing well and this may well show up as dying branches or
swellings on the trunk.
Instead of saying that the tree is ill let us say it is “dys-eased”
[diseased] or “dys-functional”. If the dysfunction arises from a lack
of water, we can water it and it is likely to recover. Some
dysfunction is caused because the surrounding frequencies are
out of balance with the tree itself and it will not recover until that is
put right. This is new science. Radionics is related to this science.
Experiments have been undertaken on balancing frequencies
around trees; which you can replicate. If you want to read more
start by looking up references to Moody Coils or Lakhovsky Coils
on the Internet.
It will help in replicating tree health experiments if we accept that
trees have a cosmic door. It might be a safety valve, of sorts, by
which it is possible that cosmic energy enters the tree. Well, if so
much research had not already been done on related topics I
would have said this is science fiction!. However fact is stranger
than fiction!
This is an important experiment where we need hundreds of
people replicating it. By replicating the experiment we can find
what the “best practice is” for doing larger experiments.
This is a long term experiment that might have special
importance in our environment, in the future.
I have recently revised instructions to myself on this topic and I
share these with you to try.
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Now look at the sketch relating to this technique then check your
protection and your yes/no pendulum dowsing skills.
Now you can proceed as follows:Fig 12 a] b] &c] below

•

	
  

Dowse for the tree door, which is triangular/flat cone like
image in outline. Use your finger pointing dowsing
technique to trace the outline of the door i.e. pointing with
your index finger. The door is normally found on the
north west side of the tree. You might also find one
exactly opposite, which is an exit. Start from the ground
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•
•
•
•

•

•

•

and slowly move your finger upwards and find the base.
Now find the corners and then the top of the cone/triangle
– mark with chalk.
Obtain copper wire or aluminum wire – thickness about
3mm, pliers, three or four stakes /canes.
You will also need plastic ties to keep the wire away from
the stakes/canes
Choose the tree you want to help and dowse for consent
Your aim is to have a reactive coil around the ailing tree
before the sap starts to rise in about the 2nd week of
January
stretch out a length of wire on the ground and by dowsing
assess then length needed– allow for 150 mm to go into
the ground 150 mm for the aerial. Dowse along the
length with a pointer on the wire and ask ”Pendulum
please show me the total length of wire for this tree”?
When it positively gyrates mark the wire. Check dowse
and cut it. Now place in position, supported by the
canes/stakes and insulated from them; try cable ties.
The loop around the tree, in the northern hemisphere,
ought to go from the ground upwards and turn clockwise
around the tree. The 9 mm gap needs to be within the
“tree door” area.
Length needed - dowse for 150mm negative aerial end
and 150mm positive ground end.

Now make a few notes and monitor the tree. A photograph of
before and after will help. This can be followed up with other
photographs and additional other notes. However, you have to
bear in mind that trees have specific soil tolerances i.e. some
trees prefer acid soils. Thus it is no use planting an acidic
preferring tree in chalky soils and expect it to thrive.
The tree door might act like a safety valve for energy and be
associated with cosmic energy. More work in progress for me.
7.3 Experiment to show how to dowse tree stakes to find
their south pole and possibly influence growth. This has been
taken out of this booklet and will find a place in Part Two.
However if wish to advance your learning now and try this
experiment please contact me and I will e mail the guidance.
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7.4 Experiment to show how to improve the taste of water by
pendulum dowsing.
We need clean water every day to keep us healthy. Today
we seem to need more water than ever before. This
observation could make an interesting piece of research with
your older relatives to find out if this is true. If you do this,
make a list of questions you want to ask and add in some
check questions. Check questions are like an experimental
control and we use them in dowsing to “check” what we have
done.
It is possible that we need more water these days due to the
amount of electrical pollution, which we are all subjected to. This
is what is known as “supposition” and that is proved or disproved
by asking questions, research, experiment and replication.
The taste of water varies according to what part of the UK we live
in; why? This is something for you to research. The words
topography and geology will help and they cover subjects that a
professional water dowsers needs to understand.
However, dowsing can change the taste of water as shown in the
following experiment. For this experiment you need one or two
dowsing rods and your pendulum and two small cups; one
marked a/ and the other b/. Fill them with tap water and taste
both, and then separate them on a table by at least a metre.
With a dowsing rod in the ready position and yourself in your
protective “egg” [ chapter 5.5] dowse each cup for the energy
from the water NOT the energy from the cup. Note the distance
from the cup at which the rods cross/react. You have just
reacted to the aura of the water.
Now select one cup and clockwise i.e. positive dowse over it for
about 100 to 150 gyrations. That is normally enough. and saying
“Dowsing please improve the taste of the water in this cup”. Now redowse the cups using one or two dowsing rods. The dowsed cup
ought to have a wider “aura” than the other cup. Note the distance.
Now taste the water in the cup which was just pendulum dowsed. It
ought to have an improved taste!
Now try this experiment again but instead of dowsing try and
thought project the improvement in taste.
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Then use the dowsing rods to check the “aura” of the cups.
One explanation given to me for this happening is that the
process of dowsing has altered the position of the attachment of
the two hydrogen atoms to the one oxygen atom that makes up a
water molecule. The effect on the water by thought/dowsing is
more than supposition, as replication has shown this to be so. So
far I have yet to find a lay person’s explanation for the molecular
change. However, the proof is in the “eating” – oops! in the
“drinking”. Do not forget to read up Dr Emoto’s work.
7.5 Dowsing for the effect on you from your PC or TV
Dowsers and Feng Shui specialists recognise that the ground
produces subtle energies and we receive energies from the
cosmos e.g. the sun. The sun is an example of energy that can
be both good and bad for us. In addition, we can feel its effect.
Electrical equipment like a TV or PC, or equipment in offices or
factories also produce subtle energies. Some of these energies are
bad and most people cannot feel them. Not everyone agrees with
this paragraph.
Sitting in front of a PC is not good for your health. Perhaps the
following experiment will convince you of this.
Imagine that your PC is now a tree. Now take its aura reading.
Approach your PC screen with the rod in the ready position and
ask to be shown the boundary of the detrimental energy coming
from the PC screen that will affect you. I expect that you will be
normally sitting within its boundary.
Find the exact position of the boundary. Then use two rods
together and do the same check. Now at the outer edge of the
boundary of the energy keep the rods in the crossed position and
move very slowly towards the screen and saying and thinking
“Please close this energy against the screen”.
Now check the boundary again and it ought to be closer to the
screen than before. This does not mean that it is OK to sit for long
periods in front of your PC/TV screen as the energies will grow
again. Thus, you need to check this often. Further having a quartz
crystal in front of the screen will do a similar thing; why?
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7.6 Telling the time with the pendulum
This is a step towards dowsing counting. This skill is needed to tell
the depth of water in the ground when dowsing for it.
You could use this skill to tell the age of something like a piece of
furniture. This is where you must be strict about the dowsing
question as just simply saying “Pendulum give me the date of
this wood” will give the wrong answer. Your dowsing question
ought to be “Pendulum please tell me when this item of furniture
was made”. The wood of the target item might already be
hundreds years old!
So let us now use the skill to tell the time; starting with the
pendulum in the ready position and the pendulum cord about 100
mm long. Next check your yes/no mode and protection. In this
experiment let us imagine the actual time is 4 20 pm.
Now we need to dowse for the hour and then minutes afterwards.
You start by saying or thinking the dowsing question “is the time
12 o’clock 1 – 2 – 3 – etc”. You could say the question aloud.
When you get to 3 o’clock, you ought to obtain a slight pendulum
reaction. However, continue onto 4 then 5. At 4 the reaction ought
to be quite strong and at 5 it ought to slacken. You now count
dowsing backwards until the reaction is strong again at 4. Thus
the hour of “4” is confirmed. Now repeat the dowsing for the
minutes. With the pendulum in the ready mode start to count 1-23 etc on to say thirty, when you should be obtaining a dowsing
“no”. At approx 20 you should have obtained a positive reaction
i.e. yes. Now start to count backwards from thirty down wards and
as you get to 20 again you ought to get a firm “yes”; thus
confirming that 20 minutes is correct. The time dowsed is then
4.20pm.
Now to count the age of a tree. Go to a felled tree where you can
see the annual growth rings. Now date the tree like telling the
time. You could start at 100 yrs and count down or you could start
at one and count upwards. Then you can check your dowsing by
counting the growth rings.
Repetition of these experiments will build up your confidence and
help to prove the worth of dowsing.
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7.7 Ants in the Garden – positive energy
For this experiment you will need to ensure that your yes/ no
responses are checked as well as your “protection” and of course
find a place with ants.
From personal contact I am now aware that in some parts of
Europe people will find an ants nest and place it on the plot where
it is proposed to build a house. If the ants do not move away it will
be a sign that detrimental subtle negative earth energies are
present. Meaning that it would not be a good place to build there.
These subtle energies are a source of geopathic stress. Geo
means earth and “pathic” infers harm. Stress means creating
harm, like those subtle energies from a TV which can harm you
over time, if you are susceptible. However the idea is not wholly
correct as you will learn when you advance in your dowsing to
find different earth energy grids e.g. Hartmann and Curry grids
What is known from many independent researchers is that ants
and foxes prefer to exit the ground over negative energies points.
So by dowsing positive energy over them you can stop them
rising at a particular point. I have done this over ant exit points
with one failure and 24 successes to date [2012].
With your pendulum you positively dowse [normally clockwise for
most folks] over exit holes. Experience has shown me that 100 –
150 positve gyrations are normally sufficient. The effect is
generally long lasting but I have not always gone back to the
scene. As you progress in your dowsing studies, you will realise
that “intent” also plays a part in the outcome of your dowsing.
Here is a point to ponder on. If ants like negative energies and
you have found that source and you just stop them what have you
not done? You have not identified the reason for the negative
energy which could be a column or line. Further, you have not
assessed the impact on humans nor the environment. Well ants
are a food for some creatures are they not? This one experiment
shows how complex the environment is and how the science/art
of dowsing should not be taken lightly. Also this introduces you to
the research of Rawls and Davis which in turn leads you to
understand that dowsing can deliver separate magnetic poles of
energy. That is important in healing/rebalancing.
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7.8 Counting-sexing chickens
This is another experiment, which ought to encourage lots of talk
and trials.

This is a fun example illustrating how dowsing has been used in
the past to find the sex of chickens. Firstly, notice that the
pendulum in the picture has been created from a nut on a piece of
wool thread. You need to know the basic yes/no dowsing skill and
just do it.
The fluffy chicks are Easter Bonnet chicks, with colour stickers
stuck on their bottoms in such a way that you cannot see them
from the front. The blue stickers are for a male and pink/red for
female. The stickers are actually price markers.
Now you are ready to dowse using the dowsing question “
Please show me if this chicken has a ………….” [sticker colour ].
Note the number of responses. This now turns a serious
dowsing exercise into a fun activity. Please note that I am
indebted to Steve Taylor of Waverley Dowsers [in Surrey] for this
idea.
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The Writer
The writer has been a tree surgeon, landscaper, recreation officer,
military parachutist, special constable, youth worker and a few
other things as well. Now he is now learning about the ancient art
[science] of dowsing. He has also written two other books on
related matters. The first one concerns measuring subtle energies.
The second book makes a case for subtle energy issues being a
town planning consideration, globally. In addition he has also
been on local radio in the South East of England a few times to
spread the word of this globally known subject – dowsing – which
is poorly appreciated in the UK.
His first book was entitled A Discussion book on Bovis Units in
Everyday life. This book makes a case for a standard way of
describing dowsing energies, globally.
His second book - Trees Subtle Energies and Human Health - is
meant to bring people’s attention to how these matters relate to
town planning policy globally.
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My last point for people to ponder on in relation to subtle energies
refers to the use of a navigational compass.
Some people can sense north which is really a subtle energy.
Secondly the subtle energy of the earths magnetic field can cause
a compass needle to move. This is not unlike dowsing is it really
which is tuning into other energies?
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An update as at March 2016.
I am indebted to many commentators and one Peter Walker of
Guildford for correcting the Grammar of this work. This has now been
translated into French.
I have for four years run a “base” at the annual International Scouters
Reunion at Gilwell; with workshops on the Sunday. From this annual
event I now know that Scouters have taken up the activity with some
Beaver involvement upwards.
It was at one of the reunions that a partially sighted Scouter confirmed
that she could dowse and have fun. Also I now know that wheel chair
users can have dowsing fun.
This book reflects the British Society of Dowsers Introductory Course
Syllabus of six hours contact time for adults which I have adapted for
youngsters. It is also orientated towards families. Once the basic skills
have been mastered it enables a person to undertake water dowsing
and create well being [ some may call this healing] and search for
earth energies to mention but a few areas. As a family activity it will
certainly bring your family into greater contact with the environment .
In order to spread the word about this subject I have used this booklet
as the basis for some of the talks I have given. In addition, I have used
it with some cadets as the basis for four lots of dowsing courses
geared to the Bronze level skill section of the DofE award scheme.
Since completing this book I have started book number five. This is
about the physics of dowsing and is aimed at youngsters.
I hope that readers will want to know that advanced dowsing can bring
you into contact with all the sciences from geology to physiology and
even music.
Be an Ambassador for Dowsing you may save someone’s life in the
process.
Michael 33 Reading Road Farnborough GU14 6NH
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